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The is a complete minimalistEasyDive Kit
dive & snorkel system.  Weighs in at only
15 pounds, and yet provides up to 30
minutes of air!  Lightweight and small, it
can be donned in seconds - much less
time and effort than donning a full set of
scuba.  You will find all kinds of uses for
your .  Perfect for quickEasyDive Kit
response to items dropped over-board,
verifying anchor location, prop clearing,
pool maintenance, and much more!

The comes with the NEWEasyDive Kit
patented Snorkelator.  No longer limited to the
surface and quick underwater swims, snorkelers
can take occasional deeper dives to explore the
shallows, with less equipment than a full scuba set-
up.  Switch between breathing off snorkel or regulator
with the turn of the dial and just 1 mouthpiece.

Whether you are a boater or snorkeler, EasyDive has the solution to make
diving simpler and quicker.

The EasyDive Kit includes a 19 cu. ft. scuba cylinder, custom
Harness, unique Tank Valve / 1st Stage combo, 2nd Stage
Regulator, Mini Pressure Gauge, Snorkelator (integrated dry
snorkel), and Air Compressor Refill Adapter.

The includes a attachedNomad Spare Air
to the , making it the mostSnorkelator
lightweight snorkel and regulator
combination available. Together they offer
an experience like no other, allowing divers
to get in the water to snorkel & dive within
seconds.

The Spare Air has a 1.7 or 3.0 cu. ft. tank
that gives enough air to give you some
bottom time when snorkeling. It’s perfect
when you need a little more time to get an
awesome picture or check out the underside of your boat.

Quickly re-charge the Spare Air from a full scuba tank with
the included tank adapter and be back in the water in
just seconds.

Note: The Nomad and EasyDive Kit should only be used by certified SCUBA divers.
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* Snorkelator receives air from the attached SCUBA system and has no inherent air supply

“A must on my boat for all my
underwater needs.”

“I dive less than 30 feet so EasyDive is perfect
for me to get the pictures I want.”

“I loved the quick & easy way to snorkel one
minute and dive the next.”

- EasyDive users
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The patented technology offers divers the abilitySnorkelator’s
to combine this snorkel with any diving regulator – creating a truly

unique experience.

The Snorkelator comes with a top-of-the-line dry snorkel already
attached. Simply attach to any scuba regulator with just a few
simple steps and you are ready to go. The is perfectSnorkelator

for those that love to snorkel and dive and would
love the convenience to switch between the two
easily and seamlessly.  Switching from your
regulator to snorkel when surfacing is not only
annoying, it can also be a safety hazard.

NOMAD
®

EasyDive Kit Nomad Snorkelator

700-003 700-002 700-001

15.0 lbs. 2.5 lbs. 3.0 lbs. .55 lbs.

$550.00 $410.00 $80.00

19 cu. ft. 1.7 cu. ft. 3.0 cu. ft. none*

25-30 minutes 32 57 none*surface
breaths

surface
breaths


